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Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However, in view of the large variety of materials and the conditions under which our products are applied, we assume no responsibility for the results 
obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. Nevertheless, our Service Department is always at your disposal for any advice needed.

Elastic cloth for usE in combination with hbs-200® liquid 
rubbEr.

hbs-200® GEotExtilE
6308952 - Griffon HBS-200® GeoTexTile roll 15 cm x 20 m

TecHnical SpecificaTionS
chemical base: Polyester

 

producT deScripTion
Elastic cloth for use in combination with HBS-200® Liquid Rubber.

field of applicaTion
Suitable for use in combination with HBS-200® Liquid Rubber in case of seam, 
crack and tear-bridging applications. Suitable for sealing and protecting a wide 
variety of materials, such as concrete, metal, stone, wood, bitumen, zinc, PVC, 
EPDM (test first), etc. 
For floors, partitions, walls, seams, joints, conduits and structural components. 
Excellent for both interior and exterior applications (bathrooms, cellars, 
balconies, roofs, etc.) including gutters, shower basins, conduit ducts, floor 
seams, expansion joints, window frame joints and ground level items. Also 
suitable as a waterproof layer under tiles in damp environments, such as 
bathrooms, swimming pools, balconies, terraces, etc. 

properTieS
· 15 cm x 20 m
· Elastic
· Excellent absorption of HBS-200® Liquid Rubber
· Strong
· Non-woven

applicaTion
Before using HBS-200® Liquid Rubber, stir manually until a homogenous 
colour is obtained. It is not recommended to use an electric mixer with a high 
rotational speed for stirring. For seam, crack and tear-bridging applications, 
Griffon HBS-200® GeoTextile should be used. Griffon HBS-200® GeoTextile must 
be applied in still wet HBS-200® Liquid Rubber. Then immediately level off with 
a second layer of HBS-200® Liquid Rubber. Always ensure a layer thickness of at 
least 2 mm after curing. 


